
A cornerstone principle within Buddhism is interconnectedness – that all beings are intrinsically linked
together in one vast web-like network. This connection implies not only humans but also animals and nature
as well. Also essential is reverence for all forms of life represented by ‘Ahimsa’, which means non-harming
or non-violence towards other living beings, especially through actions. Buddhists believe in karma - each
action we take has consequences which could manifest immediately or even several lives later - thus
promoting responsibility for our deeds. They adhere to Dharma – universal truth or law that governs nature
and human existence alike – guiding followers on their path towards enlightenment (Nirvana). These core
tenets provide an ethical foundation shaping Buddhist attitudes towards environmental ethics.

Environmental Ethics: Definition and importance

The importance of environmental ethics cannot be overstated especially in today's context marked by
alarming ecological degradation. As we face challenges like global warming, deforestation, water scarcity,
loss of biodiversity among others; ethical guidelines are essential to steer humanity towards sustainable
practices. Environmental Ethics not only prompts individuals to reflect on their personal behavior but also
influences policy-making at national and international levels. By fostering mutual respect between humans
and nature, it aims at achieving harmony with our environment whilst ensuring its preservation for future
generations.

The concept of interdependence in Buddhism

Buddhism also offers teachings such as the Five Precepts which include not taking life (including non-human
life) and not taking what is not given (which relates directly to exploitation of natural resources). These
doctrines further embed respect for nature into Buddhist practice. The Lotus Sutra, one of Mahayana
Buddhism's most important texts, encapsulates interdependence perfectly with its metaphorical representation
of 'Indra’s Net' where every jewel reflects every other jewel in a boundless cosmic matrix – symbolizing how
each component in nature mirrors and relies upon others for sustenance and existence.

Ahimsa (non-violence) principle in Buddhism and its relevance to
environmental ethics

In today’s context, where environmental degradation is reaching critical levels largely due to unsustainable
practices and apathy towards nature's welfare, Ahimsa provides much-needed guidance. It emphasizes
conscious and responsible choices that benefit not just ourselves but also other species inhabiting this planet -
a perspective aligning perfectly with Environmental Ethics' objective of fostering a harmonious co-existence
between humans and nature. In essence, by applying Ahimsa principles in our daily lives - we contribute
positively towards achieving global sustainability goals while walking the path laid down by Buddha himself.
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Buddhism's perspective on the intrinsic value of all living beings

The Jataka tales are an illustrative example underlining Buddhism’s stance on valuing all forms of life. These
stories recount the previous lives of Gautama Buddha often depicting him as an animal teaching moral
lessons. In several narratives, Buddha sacrifices his own well-being for others' sake demonstrating empathy
and selflessness towards other beings irrespective of their species - reinforcing the idea that all living entities
are deserving of care and respect.

 

Practical examples of how Buddhist teachings can contribute to
environmental sustainability

Another noteworthy instance is Bhutan, a predominantly Buddhist country that stands out in its commitment
towards environmental protection. Its constitution mandates maintaining 60% forest cover at all times for
future generations – demonstrating how deeply ingrained the principles of interdependence are in policy-
making influenced by Buddhism. Bhutan measures Gross National Happiness (GNH) rather than GDP which
includes ecological diversity and resilience as one of its pillars – a testament to the integration of spiritual
beliefs with sustainable development goals.
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